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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2020 is provided to the community of Mount Colah Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self-assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

School contact details

Mount Colah Public School
Telopea St
Mount Colah, 2079
www.mtcolah-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
mtcolah-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
9477 3627

Message from the principal

2020 was a challenging year for students families and staff due to the anxiety and uncertainty created by COVID-19 in
the wider community. Parents worked superbly with the teaching staff in implementing the Learning From Home strategy.
The school remained operational at all times to cater for the children from front line worker families.  The P&C worked
creatively to come up with ideas to allow the community to still connect and celebrate events wherever possible. The
drive -by stalls for Mother's and Father's Day were an example of imaginative thinking that enabled some of our school
events to still take place. More limiting was the  fact that the bands and choirs and many sporting events were completely
cancelled. By term 4 a great deal of normality had returned to day to day school life with the overarching restrictions
placed on parents entering or attending events at the school.

One of our parents who has excellent technical skills was able to assist the school in a livestream of our Presentation
Day assembly that parents could link into. The main positive of the COVID restrictions was the rapid growth in expertise
among staff in the area of online delivery. The COVID situation brought home to us the need for the school to invest
further in technology infrastsructure to meet student needs in the event that a similar situation arise in the future.

The 2020 school year ended with the usual celebrations for Year 6 which were held in a more modest fashion on the
school grounds. Parents and staff rallied to make sure the event still provided our students with a fitting and memorable
conclusion to their primary school years.

Message from the school community

P&C stands for "Parents and Citizens" it's the association established to support the school with programmes, events
and funding.

2020 took on a new meaning with the letters "P and C" and it really became a year of juggling "Programmes and
Covid" (the theme for everyone in 2020).

It started in its usual way with "Picnic and Catering" - our welcome back bbq for all the families. The usual quickly
became the unusual and the Mother's Day stall was the first to be impacted as we hosted "Presents and Cars" with our
first drive through stall. Next a fundraiser of "Personalised Coffee" with our own "Mount Colah School Blend" of Coffee
from the local business "Withams" with a free Coffee voucher thrown in for our coffee loving families.

Wanting to make sure the students didn't miss out we had a day of "Pies and Cakes" thanks to the wonderful "BiteMe
Bakehouse" where the students had amazing pies and cupcakes and crazy hair (with a second round of treats at the end
of the year again thanks to the generosity of Anthony at Bakehouse).

Finally, being aware that so many families in our community and across the world have been impacted we were able to
have "People and Cans" donating tinned foods and goods etc for a food collection and "Papua New Guinea and
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Clothes" donating uniforms to overseas.

So whilst the year was not the usual P&C year with lots of social events and gatherings for the school cancelled, zoom
style P&C meetings and changes, it was still a wonderful year and so much was achieved with so many limitations.
Thanks to all the school community, staff, parents and students for their support.

Of course all these events are only one small branch of the P&C and the programmes of Canteen, Dance, Music,
Uniform shop, School Banking, Year book, Mothers/Fathers Day stalls continued during a challenging year. There were
constant changes, cancellations, adaptations, reviews throughout the year and so much gratitude to the students, staff
and parent volunteers who persevered through all the changes.

During the year our dance programme and book club were returned to the school's overseeing and our Canteen took on
the step of employing its first Canteen manager. Under our new Canteen Manager Alison Scott-Branagan we have
increased our days Tuesday to Friday with a wonderful new and very popular menu. It has been a great success! Thank
you to Janelle as book keeper and committee members Trudie Baiker-Nolan, Bethany Bell, Brodee Gregory and Lani
Dunn for their work. Thank you of course to all the volunteers that come week in and week out to support the canteen -
we couldn't do it without you.

The Dance programme under the leadership of Shannon Jones and Jane Lee continued to run as best they could and it
was excellent that the students enjoyed one performance at assembly to share their hard work. Thank you to Shannon
and Jane who resigned in 2020 for all their many years and hard work running an excellent dance programme.

The Music Programme had a number of disruptions, stops and starts but were able to maintain lessons and rehearsals
as much as possible. Susan Gertsmeyer stepped down as co-ordinator and was replaced by Nicole Stransky whilst
Andrew Legge co-convened with Susan Spencer as bookkeeper and committee members Tim Rowland, Rebecca
Foster, Leah Pascoe, Rachel Hawke and Cameron McNaught. Thank you to Susan for her hard work as co-ordinator.

The Uniform shop was run seamlessly and throughout all changes by Leah Pascoe, Nicole Lowe and Jenny Dobrincic.
They do an amazing job.

School banking was also run on Friday mornings when able thanks to Liping Xu and Kristy Chewing. YearBook
producers Alison Scott-Branagan and Claire Burns chugged through the year overcoming many challenges to still
produce and excellent Year book and Andrew Legge has contributed behind the scenes keeping a track of our email and
IT systems for the P&C. A thanks to Bethany Bell for her work with Bookclub as well as Jane and Lee for their efforts with
the Mothers and Fathers Day Stalls. Thank you too to Alison.

At the beginning of the year the brand new exec had some big shoes to fill from an excellent previous executive and had
many challenges to overcome in 2020, which they have handled so graciously and creatively. Special thanks therefore to
Trudie, Lauren, Bridget and Susan for their time, dedication and support.

Rebecca Shu - P&C President 2020.
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School vision

At Mount Colah Public School our vision is that every student, teacher, leader improves every year, to prepare young
people for rewarding lives as engaged citizens in a complex and dynamic environment. At our school, every child is
known, valued and cared for. We are committed to children leaving this school with a set of values such as honesty,
integrity, good judgement and belonging, as well as a complement of essential skills that encompass linguistic,
mathematical, scientific, creative, technological, physical and social competencies. We value developing inquiring and
discriminating minds, a life long desire for knowledge to attain wisdom, strong self-esteem, high personal expectations,
personal integrity, acceptance and respect for others. The partnership which exists between school, parents and
community is essential to realising this vision of constant growth.

School context

Mount Colah Public School is situated in a bushland setting, north of Hornsby. It has a current enrolment of 466 students.
The NESB background of the school community is 13%. Trained and dedicated teachers deliver quality teaching
programs in a caring and supportive environment. The school has experienced continuous improvement, particularly in
literacy and numeracy over a number of years. The school provides a well-rounded education with the development of
the 'whole child' seen as important, through its successful academic, sport, performing arts and technology programs.
The school enjoys strong parent and community involvement. The P&C has generously supported the installation of
technology infrastructure for learning within the school and supplements the updating and growth in the technology area
year by year.
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Self-assessment and school achievement

This section of the annual report outlines the findings from self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The Framework is a
statement of what is valued as excellence for NSW public schools, both now and into the future. The Framework
supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality
practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Each year, we assess our practice against the Framework to inform our school plan and annual report.

Our self-assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework: https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-
learning/school-excellence-and-accountability

The school executive consults with the staff on the School Ecellence Framework and jointly we assess where we belive
the school to be performing across the elements of the Framework.
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Strategic Direction 1

Transforming Learning

Purpose

Create a student  centred learning environment that nurtures, guides and challenges all  students. At the core is
authentic learning with a differentiated curriculum  that is flexible, reflective, relevant and responsive to the diverse needs
of  our students, staff and community.

Guide students to  take responsibility for their own learning underpinned by high expectations  and excellence in teaching
practices.

Improvement Measures

All teacher programs  reflect differentiation in English and Maths.

50% of  students are represented in the top 2 bands in NAPLAN English and Numeracy

Students demonstrate  an increased understanding of how to guide their own learning and improvement as measured
by twice yearly surveys

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Implement assessment and tracking strategies using the PLAN 2/ Learning Progressions and common
assessment tasks to inform teaching and learning programs K-6 and drive differentiation and quality
teaching.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Questions: Has the formative writing assessment been created? Is it
adaptable for students across K-6? Have areas for improvement been
identified? How did the school gauge the impact of the lessons taught in the
areas of vocabulary and creating texts? Have teachers completed their
professional development in creating online formative assessment? Have
they used this in online lessons to inform teaching and student progress?

Data Source: Assessment form, Marking criteria using learning progressions,
PLAN 2 Professional Development

Analysis: The assessment was created and administered across the school.
A stimulus was chosen which would be relevant and usable by all students K-
6. The areas for improvement were identified as vocabulary and creating
ideas and proformas from the progressions in these two areas were provided.
Teachers were asked to teach these areas explicitly before repeating the
assessment to gauge impact. Results of students had improved, however,
more explicit professional development and time to implement these
initiatives would have been beneficial.

Teachers in 3-6 completed professional learning on creating formative online
assessments. They then used these assessments to assess the students
progress and understanding of lessons and to inform future lessons.

Implications: Tracking progress of students, through the progressions in
Terms 2 and 4, allowed us to compare results and gauge progress of
students in these areas and therefore the impact of our teaching in these
areas. Teachers are now familiar with how to use the PLAN 2 platform and
can make an informed decision on whether or not this is the best way to track
writing improvement.

Teachers were able to give immediate feedback to students through Google
Forms and assess the students knowledge of an area then adjusting future
lessons based on results. This ensured that lessons were differentiated and
specific to students needs.

PLAN 2 data
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 2: Through mentoring and professional learning staff develop and implement differentiated learning
programs to meet the needs of all students including learning and support and gifted and talented
students.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Questions:  Were online programs successful in catering for the different
levels of teaching? What changes were made to online learning based on
feedback? Did teachers complete their class profile using assessment data?
Which students were identified as gifted writers? Which students were
identified as needing assistance? Has training for the new High Potential and
Gifted Education (HPGE) taken place? Have preparations begun to
implement the new HPGE policy?

Data Source: Surveys, programs, class profiles. Professional Learning
Calendar, meeting minutes

Analysis: Teachers completed their class profile using assessment data and
highlighted students that were high and low. Online programs were
constantly monitored and changed based on feedback from parents and
teacher reflection. The changes made were to add a google form link into
each lesson, create a minimum amount of work for students to complete so
that parents were not overwhelmed and ensured that all teachers had access
to each others Google Classroom so that answers to questions could be
given more quickly.

Students have been identified as gifted writers with Consistent Teacher
Judgement (CTJ) taken place to ensure consistency. Students needing
assistance were also identified with differentiation written into programs to
cater for these students. Training has taken place for all staff on the new
HPGE policy. Applications to lead the implementation of the HPGE were
received and a staff member was selected. HPGE will be a major part of our
planning for 2022 with a designated team chosen to implement the new
policy.

Implications: Evaluating and changing the online programs allowed teachers
to adapt teaching to fit in best for themselves, teachers and students. The
surveys allowed for increased communication with parents at a time when
there was very little contact. Parents were appreciative of this as mentioned
through survey comments.

Students being identified in class profiles allow teachers to cater for these
students appropriately from the beginning of the year. Using CTJ to assess
students results gives teachers an opportunity to ensure they are consistent
with their marking. Identifying students in need in writing will allow teachers to
cater more appropriately for these students. All staff are trained and have
knowledge in HPGE. A leader and team have been selected to ensure that
HPGE is embedded in 2022 school planning.

Application process to select leader of
HPGE

Assessments used to identify students

names of students identified

Process 3: Staff develop  procedures for integrating  visible learning and regular feedback into classroom routines
to  support the learning needs of all students

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Questions: How did the school apply Visible Learning principles throughout
the year? Were Mt Colah's Visible Learning targets and goals met during
2020? Was planned professional learning from CORWIN effective in planning
and implementing Visible Learning throughout the school? Has their been an
immediate impact?

Data Source: Staff, student and parent surveys, school visible learning
targets, CORWIN professional learning, meeting minutes, 2022 school plan,
Tell them from me
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Analysis: Student surveys  and focus groups K-6 were undertaken to
ascertain the level of understanding of what a visible learner was and how
they can display those values. Growth was analysed on PAT tests in order to
build a picture of where the school is starting from (base-line data) so that
growth can be measured over time. Data indicated that student growth was
significant in the first half of a stage and reduced in the second half of the
stage. CORWIN professional learning was undertaken by staff, executive and
visible learning coaches with targets set for the 2021 - 2024 school plan for
the implementation of visible learning across the school. Executive completed
a survey based on the five strands of visible learning which indicated that the
school was at the beginning of their journey.

Implications: Mount Colah Public school is at the beginning stages of its
journey as a visible learning school with targets set within the school plan to
fully implement the practice over the next four years. Student surveys and
focus groups reflected the fact that students are at the beginning of their
understanding of visible learning and how they need to manifest those values
in their mindset and therefore learning. PAT testing analysis indicated that
growth was occurring mostly at the beginning of a stage and therefore
greater challenge needs to be provided to students at the upper end of a
stage to maintain the rate of student growth across the stage. As we are at
the beginning of the visible learning journey, completed over the next three
years, school targets have been identified and shared with staff, working
parties have been formed, and professional learning organised to support all
facets of the school community through the process.

Next Steps

Whole school improvement in writing will continue to be monitored and tracked through formats such as rubrics and
checklists, linked to visible learning and learning goals for individual students. High Potential and Gifted Education
(HPGE) will be an important initiative in the next school plan with a HPGE committee being formed to ensure the
introduction of this policy is successful and targets are met. CORWIN will continue to work with Mt Colah Public School
as part of a three year initiative of continuous improvement in Visible Learning principles leading to improvement in
students ability to engage themselves and each other in their own learning.
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Strategic Direction 2

Professional Learning Through Collaboration

Purpose

To ensure a whole school approach  towards the implementation of quality teaching and learning by utilising
data  resulting in consistency in expectation, professional dialogue, and  reflective practice. Commitment to building the
capacity of all team members  to implement effective change in teaching and learning programs.

Improvement Measures

All staff report increased participation in collegial learning as measured by staff surveys.

All Stages will have refined a range of assessment tasks to better align with differentiated programs.

Stage meeting minutes record Teacher dialogue indicating their ability to articulate how performance data informs their
teaching practice.

Differentiated teaching and learning  programs that reflect the individual learning needs of students ranging from
Learning Support to Gifted and Talented  are in place.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1:   Develop a whole school professional learning  plan that supports  the needs of staff  for relevant and
meaningful training.(school based, BOSTES, other PL)

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: Does the whole school learning plan meet the needs of staff? Is
professional training meaningful and used within the classroom.

Data: Teacher Surveys - Google Form and What Works Best Survey

Analysis: What Works Best Survey: In a scored system of 1 - 5, staff
indicated a shared decision making culture was present within the school in
relation to professional learning with a score of 4.5. Staff also indicated highly
that professional learning was used within the classroom context and it had
informed changes. Areas of further development were identified as staff not
having enough time to reflect upon the professional learning with a score of
2.5 and not enough time for collaboration to put their professional learning
into practice with a score of 1.96.

Teacher Survey indicated that nearly 90% of staff found a professional
learning log to be helpful when logging teacher identified professional
development and 90% are logging their professional learning with NESA.
However, all staff are confident that they will meet their 100 hour obligation
within the required time and nearly 90% feel they are supported in accessing
and recording professional development. All staff indicated that they use the
professional learning within their teaching practice.

Implications:

The whole school learning plan was successful in meeting the needs of the
staff with all staff indicating that professional learning was used within their
teaching practice and directly affecting the learning outcomes of students. As
nearly all staff are now in the habit of logging professional learning hours with
NESA, it is hoped this will continue in the future and all staff will comfortably
achieve their mandated obligation of professional learning.

It is noted that staff would like more time to process the knowledge and skills
they have obtained in their professional learning, in order to maximise its
benefit to the classroom. This will be incorporated into the school plan for
2021.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 2: Facilitate collegial partnerships through  coaching and mentoring at the school level for achieving and
maintaining  accreditation and supporting PDP goals

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: Have collegial partnerships been formed to support accreditation
and PDP goals?

Data: Data: Teacher Surveys - Google Form and What Works Best Survey

Analysis: What Works Best Survey - 1 staff member engages with a network
outside of the school more than 5 times, however 9 staff have never engaged
with a network outside of the school. A score of 3.54 which is slightly below
the average of 4, indicated that staff have a professional learning network
with the sharing of resources notes as a particular strength with a score of
4.46. The opportunity to regularly observe lessons was noted as an area of
challenge with staff putting this forward as an area of need in staff focus
groups. Staff were eager to have feedback on their teaching, with a score of
3 out of 5 for it's occurrence throughout the school.

Teacher Survey: 75% of staff feel supported in achieving their PDP goals.
Staff indicated that more time allocated to the achieving of goals and
implementing professional learning would be beneficial and assist in attaining
goals. 75% of staff also believed that achieving their PDP goal would improve
student learning outcomes. No staff members are currently undertaking HAT
or LEAD qualifications.

Implications:

Collegial partnerships are already present within the school in relation to the
sharing of resources but staff indicated they would like to collaborate through
team teaching and lesson observations. The appointment of visible learning
coaches will enable staff to observe lessons and collaborate on their
professional practice. The majority of staff believe they are supported in
achieving their PDP goal but feedback indicates that greater time to
observing the teaching of others would also be beneficial to embedding
researched based pedagogy within the classroom.

As leadership roles are developed within the school over the next school
planning period, it is hoped that more staff will undertake LEAD and HAT
qualification.

Process 3:  Provide Professional Learning in the  collection and interpretation of student data.  

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: Has the professional learning in relation to data input been
effective? Has it contributed to the increased tracking of students?

Data: Data entered into Sentral and PLAN2

Analysis: The anecdotal feedback from staff regarding the PLAN2 training
was overwhelmingly positive with many discovering what a valuable tool it is.
Staff were pleased to hear that check in data was automatically entered into
PLAN2. However, the entering in of data was inconsistent across the school,
as many found it time consuming when it came to actually entering data.
Many staff felt that the indicators were quite vague and therefore difficult to
assess where they were, and attribute growth. Therefore students were not
easily tracked using PLAN2.

Data from PAT testing was analysed and cross referenced with NAPLAN
data using Excel. Student growth was tracked and trends analysed. This was
made possible by the ease in which results could be exported from PAT into
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Excel.

Three quarters of the staff indicated that they believed that the data collected
impacted on student learning outcomes.

Implications:

The professional learning in relation to data entry has been overwhelmingly
successful with all staff entering PLAN data or its equivalent by the required
time. Feedback from staff has indicated that PLAN2 may not meet the
ongoing needs of the school to track students in the upper grades but an
alternate data entry system has been investigated which will enable student
growth to be tracked across the school.

The use of PAT data to track student growth has also been highly successful,
with many insights and trends being highlighted and used to guide further
planning and teaching across the school. The collection and use of PAT data
is highly supported within the school as all staff firmly believe it positively
impacts student outcomes, if used to guide future directions in teaching and
learning across the school.

Next Steps

The implementation of a whole school learning plan will continue with the new 2021 -2024 School Improvement Plan.
Teachers will confidently continue to enter their professional learning hours with NESA and will continue to learn and
implement new skills within classrooms to have a positive impact on student outcomes. Staff will be able to collaborate
through team teaching and lesson observations to improve teaching practice and visible learning coaches will be able to
assist teachers in achieving student goals. Leadership roles in Literacy, Numeracy, Data, Visible learning, Well-being
and High Potential and Gifted Education will be established to promote succession and shared workloads. Continued
tracking and analysis of data will support student growth and provide direction for future teaching and learning.
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Strategic Direction 3

Developing a Partnership School Culture

Purpose

Extend existing partnerships  and connections within the community by utilising their skills to enrich the  educational
experience of students. Develop initiatives to support students  and family wellbeing in a holistic manner.

Improvement Measures

Increase parent participation across all school events

15% improved response to school initiated feedback surveys from parents

Multilit program has  become a part of the learning support structure within the school.

Decrease in behaviour related incidents after students receive specific instruction through PBEL lessons on
expectations of behaviour.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Communicate and engage through provision of opportunities for parents to work in a meaningful
partnership in various school events

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: Has a partnership with a parents been developed? How has the
partnership impacted quality teaching?

Data: Seesaw / DoJo data, survey results, Zoom data

Analysis: Seesaw and Dojo Data indicated a huge increase in parent
participation and communication with class teachers. [data from dojo]

Parent Survey post COVID reiterated the value parents place on consistent
communication from the school. Parents also indicated the value they placed
on online curriculum subscription based programs such as Mathletics and
Literacy Pro, as they are individualised and they could work with their child at
home consolidating concepts learned at school.

Feedback from parents indicated that they were wanting more consistency of
platform used for communication, and at least termly stage based newsletters
to provide information regarding curriculum and upcoming events.

Implication: Well-being as been enhanced due to increased communication
with parents so that any issues are dealt with with expediency.

From 2021, the school will provide stage based termly overviews to ensure
parents are aware of upcoming events and can support their children in
curriculum implementation.

Online subscriptions will be continued into 2021, both school and parent
funded.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 2: Facilitating increased  opportunities for parent involvement and reflection in school life in a  variety of
ways including utilising parent and community expertise and skills  as mentors to bring mutual benefits
and maximise student engagement and  achievement.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: Did parental involvement increase across the school? Did it
impact student learning outcomes?

Data: Survey results, notifications through online platforms

Analysis: On-site parental involvement was not possible due to COVID
restrictions which limited the opportunities for parents to be involved in
person within school grounds. Online interaction dramatically increased [dojo
data] over a variety of platforms. It was only until term 4 that Mini-Lit and Mac
Lit volunteers were able to come on-site and support the school programs.
Attendance at P and C meetings via zoom increased due to the flexibility of
joining from home.

Implication: COVID significantly impacted upon the amount of parental
involvement that was possible throughout the school. it is hope in 2021 that
health restrictions will enable increased participation by our parent body in
person, throughout the school. The enthusiasm of parents to engage with the
school community via platforms such as Zoom, Teams, Dojo and Seesaw,
meant that previous barriers to participation in school life, are more likely to
be reduced leaving opportunities for more parents to engage in 2021.

Process 3: Continue to evaluate and modify established school welfare programs such as PBEL, Bounce Back,
Rock and Water, Growth Mindset and school values.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Question: Are we meeting the welfare needs of our students through the
existing welfare programs? Are there any factors that may inhibit this process
being rolled out throughout the school? What do we need to do next that
hasn't been considered so far?

Data: Tell them from Me, Staff feedback, Learning and Support meeting
minutes, Sentral data, anecdotal records

Analysis: More consistency needs to be provided across K-6 to provide a
holistic approach to student welfare. Student data requires tracking over
many years to build a complete picture of student trends across time. Tell
them from Me data indicated a strong sense of school pride and the majority
of students know where to seek assistance if bullying occurs. Learning and
Support meeting minutes indicated that a whole school welfare program
based on student's regulating their behaviour would be of most benefit long
term.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Implication: In 2021, Zones of regulation will be a focus for the whole
school, with targets embedded within the school plan over the next four
years. There will be streamlined processes embedded into whole school
practice which tracks student behaviours. Positive behaviour for Engaged
Learning (PBL) will continue to be taught to students with further emphasis
on consistency across classrooms. Explicit teaching of PBL lessons will be
linked to behaviour data to target whole school needs.

Next Steps

In 2021 term overviews will be created to advise parents of important events and programs. Parent involvement will
hopefully increase in programs such as: Story dogs, MiniLit, MacLit. Implementation of Zones of Regulation will begin to
begin to be taught across the school and Positive Behaviour Learning lessons will be continued based on whole school
needs.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading Class teacher, LaST Information communicated and successful
handover of PLP/IEP.

English language proficiency Class teacher, LaST Student working at or towards appropriate
literacy level. Successful student transition.

Low level adjustment for disability Class teacher, LaST Scheduled opportunity provided to effectively
handover student NCCD data and folders to
next teacher.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

Funding Sources:
 • Quality Teaching,
Successful Students
(QTSS) ($20 000.00)

QTSS funding was used essentially in 2020 to
support the school executive inthe
supervision of teachers to support their
professional learning and develop a response
plan to address school targets

Socio-economic background Class teachers Aps,
Principal, learning &
Support team

At risk students information is communicated
to the next year's teacher

Support for beginning teachers Funding Sources:
 • Support for beginning
teachers ($15 000.00)

All Beginning teachers understand the
Accreditation process and have mede
progress towards gathering evidence for
Accreditation
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2017 2018 2019 2020

Boys 223 239 238 230

Girls 222 225 229 222

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020

K 96.5 96 98.3 96.6

1 96.5 96.2 93.8 94.9

2 95.6 96 94.8 93.9

3 96.5 94.9 95.3 96.4

4 96.1 96.5 95 97

5 96.5 94.9 94.9 94.1

6 94.9 94.1 94.9 95.3

All Years 96.1 95.5 95.3 95.5

State DoE

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020

K 94.4 93.8 93.1 92.4

1 93.8 93.4 92.7 91.7

2 94 93.5 93 92

3 94.1 93.6 93 92.1

4 93.9 93.4 92.9 92

5 93.8 93.2 92.8 92

6 93.3 92.5 92.1 91.8

All Years 93.9 93.4 92.8 92

NSW student attendance data in 2020 is not comparable to previous years due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The NSW Government encouraged students to learn from home, where possible, for a seven week period from 24 March
to 22 May. During this period, schools monitored engagement with learning to determine whether students were marked
present. This changed the attendance measure. There was also some evidence of varied marking practices as schools
adjusted to the learning from home period, with some schools recording higher attendance rates while others recording
markedly lower rates.

Student attendance at Mount Colah Public School remained within the acceptable range and students checked in with
teachers during the COVID period. After the return to school attendance reached a peak with parents and students
clearly expressing their preference to be at school. Atendance at MountColah Public School continues to be above the
State attendance levels.

Management of non-attendance

Attendance at school has a big impact on longer term outcomes for children and young people. When a child is not at
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school they miss important opportunities to learn, build friendships and develop their skills through play. Regular
attendance at school is a shared responsibility between schools and parents. By working together we can have a positive
effect on supporting our children and young people to regularly attend school.

Our teachers promote and monitor regular attendance at school and all our schools have effective measures in place to
record attendance and follow up student absences promptly. They are guided by the School Attendance policy which
details the management of non-attendance.
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Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Classroom Teacher(s) 16.33

Literacy and Numeracy Intervention 0.2

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.6

Teacher Librarian 1

School Administration and Support Staff 3.32

*Full Time Equivalent

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workforce composition

The Department actively supports the recruitment and retention of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander employees
through the use of identified positions, and scholarship opportunities to become a teacher and by providing a culturally
safe workplace. As of 2020, 3.7% of the Department's overall workforce identify as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait
Islander People.

Workforce ATSI

Staff type Benchmark1 2020 Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander representation2

School Support 3.30% 6.30%

Teachers 3.30% 2.80%

Note 1 - The NSW Public Sector Aboriginal Employment Strategy 2014-17 introduced an aspirational target of 1.8% by 2021 for each of the sector's
salary bands. If the aspirational target of 1.8% is achieved in salary bands not currently at or above 1.8%, the cumulative representation of Aboriginal
employees in the sector is expected to reach 3.3%.

Note 2 - Representation of diversity groups are calculated as the estimated number of staff in each group divided by the total number of staff. These
statistics have been weighted to estimate the representation of diversity groups in the workforce, where diversity survey response rates were less than
100 per cent. The total number of staff is based on a headcount of permanent and temporary employees.

Teacher qualifications

All casual, temporary and permanent teachers in NSW public schools must hold a NSW Department of Education
approval to teach. Teachers with approval to teach must be accredited with the NSW Education Standards Authority, and
hold a recognised teaching degree. All NSW teachers must hold a valid NSW Working With Children Check clearance.

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Professional learning is core to enabling staff to improve their practice. Professional learning includes five student-free
School Development Days and induction programs for staff new to our school and/or system. These days are used to
improve the capacity of teaching and non-teaching staff in line with school and Departmental priorities.

In 2020, an additional School Development Day was included at the start of Term 2 to assist school leaders, teachers
and support staff to focus on the wellbeing of students and continuity of education, such as online and remote learning.

Teachers have all undertaken training in Visible learning principles based on the reaearch of John Hattie. The CESE
document "What Works best" has formed the bais of staff adopting best practice in their teaching at the school. teachers
also received professional learning on the Progressions ans plotting of data.
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Professional Learning on Autism Spectrum Disorder was was presented to all staff by A parent of a child with Autism
who is also a teacher.

The policy for High performing and Gifted Education was aslo presented to staff.
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Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary includes reporting from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020. The
Principal is responsible for the financial management of the school and ensuring all school funds are managed in line
with Department policy requirements.

2020 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 606,760

Revenue 3,822,154

Appropriation 3,618,342

Sale of Goods and Services 4,490

Grants and contributions 197,701

Investment income 1,521

Other revenue 100

Expenses -3,580,737

Employee related -3,131,858

Operating expenses -448,879

Surplus / deficit for the year 241,418

Closing Balance 848,178

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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Financial summary - Equity loadings

The equity loading data is the main component of the 'Appropriation' line item of the financial summary above.

2020 Approved SBA ($)

Targeted Total 108,353

Equity Total 124,115

Equity - Aboriginal 3,700

Equity - Socio-economic 14,857

Equity - Language 5,796

Equity - Disability 99,761

Base Total 3,171,018

Base - Per Capita 112,315

Base - Location 0

Base - Other 3,058,702

Other Total 182,686

Grand Total 3,586,171

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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School performance - NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and numeracy assessments are
reported on a scale from Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing levels of skills and
understandings demonstrated in these assessments.

The My School website provides detailed information and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go to
myschool.edu.au to access the school data.

2020 NAPLAN

As agreed by the Education Council, the National Assessment Program (or NAPLAN) did not proceed in 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. This was to assist school leaders, teachers and support staff to focus on the wellbeing of students
and continuity of education, such as online and remote learning.

The Education Council also agreed to defer the full transition to NAPLAN Online from 2021 to 2022 and the continuation
of current NAPLAN governance arrangements through 2021.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher satisfaction

Parents/Caregivers, teachers and students were surveyed to discover their experienes with online learning during the
COVID period. Parents were asked a series of questions that also included data on which parent was primarily involved
in supervision of online learning. Sixty-three percent of students were supervised solelyby a female parent while in
twenty-three per cent of cases there was joint supervision by both parents.

Parents were asked to comment on their child's learning during COVID and some of these appear below

"They were very capable of learning independently. They benefitted from some 1 on 1 guidance with new maths
concepts. They were quite engaged. Everything else on the computers were a distraction. They could get all their work
done very quickly."

They are all different. Two did really well, learnt at a rapid pace and were self-directed whilst one really needed the
structure of the classroom environment to progress through his work.

For some parents the experience gave them new insights into their child's learning.

I was more engaged with my child's education. I could understand were she needs help so I can help her in those area.
unlike normal school learning when parents are not engaged.I saw alot more of the actual work the kids doI saw lots of
what they actually were learning at school.

The survey asked parents how has this experience (Learning from home) increased their understanding of the
importance of the partnership between parents and teachers. Parent comments included:

I think the online school experience required a more explicit partnership between teachers and parents, as parents
became the frontline supervisors on behalf of the teachers. I didn't specifically seek help from my children's teachers
much, when there were problems I generally solved them myself, but I'm glad that this experience is prompting more
reflection and adaptation about how to best work with the different ways that kids learn.

I always knew a strong partnership is important. The Covid 19 learning from home experience cemented this idea.

Parents were also asked about the positives for their families during COVID.

We bonded alot more, we did zoom family yoga together and walked almost everyday.Spending time together and
slowing life down. Our kids attitude and general happiness increased as they could relax more instead of flying from
school, to training, to swimming lessons etc.

To be honest we really missed school alot, all that the teachers do and the social interaction with their friends. So the
positives would be appreciating the school and teachers and how important school is..

Students were also surveyed about Learning from Home. In all 255 responses were received from students. Only Years
3-6 werer surveyed.

For students ther positives included being able to work at their own pace, be with the family pet, being able to sleep in,
finish early and stay in their pyjamas all day!

Students agreed that they got better at organising themselves over time, while learning at home but overwhelmingly
students preferred to be at school citing that being with their friends and their teachers was what they missed most. In
terms of the benefits of home learning students said that they liked the flexibility of starting and finishingat different times
and changing around the order of doing tasks and activities.

I can do all the learning activity at my own pace, and no need to worry about time table.

I absolutely LOVED being around my dog all the time and I liked all of the work being online because I was able to do it
from my bed. I miss online learning

Teachers were also surveyed about their online experiences.

What did you discover about yourself and your teaching during the COVID online learning period?

That the way I teach is not easily transferred to parents as a worksheet. Also that I can adjust and change on the fly and
extend and reduce skills for kids. It was nearly impossible to explain all these options to parents. I also learnt about
recording myself using screen castify and adding it to a power point. I also realised my strength in organising and being a
forward planner.
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It made me think about the best way to deliver my lessons in an exciting and creative way and I came to realise that I
could do it and it wasn't as scary as first thought.

Teachers readily embraced the online learning platform as can be seen in the comments below:

The leap to remote learning and assigning activities and assignments through Google Classroom aligned beautifully with
my personal goal in my PDP. Although I usually have a "have a go" attitude, this experience threw me in the deep end
and I quickly learnt to navigate the basics of Google Classroom, G Suite and other online resources. I accessed a range
of PL about Teams and Google Classroom and put what I learnt into action. My largest area of growth was in Google
Forms. It provided an opportunity for me to model success and failure to my students as I learnt to use the programs and
provide remote technical support.

The comment below aligns with the sentiments that the students also verbalised about their teachers and classmates

That even though I loved the flexibility of time, I get my energy from the children

Teachers were asked about their experiences in collaborating with colleagues during online learning.

Loved working with my colleague. More genuine collaborative work should happen. We should also use our strengths as
teaches and do more team teaching and using passion for certain subjects. I learnt alot from other teachers too.Amazing!
My colleagues all pulled together to share the load.It was really nice to work closely with others. Without having to
manage so many students, it was easier to build collegial relationships and we had more time to communicate and work
collaboratively.I believe our team worked really well together. We were well prepared and looked out for each other.

Teachers commented on the positives of COVID in the following ways

Being able to spend the time together as a stage, meet students from other classes within the stage that I wouldn't
necessarily have the opportunity to teach and interact with. I discovered what an amazing team we are at MCPS. We
achieved things we would never have dreamed possible in such a short period of time.

The additional release time assisted in my planning, accessing PL and creating online resources for the stage to use. I
really appreciated the times that we were able to work from home on a rotating roster and I found myself being very
productive at home.

In terms of the challeges teachers faced during COVID. These are some of the issues they faced

The challenges were not being face to face with those of my students who really need a person in front of them guiding
them through their work. If the support was not there at home it was very hard for some of them to complete tasks and
get into some sort of routine. It also became a very long day in front of a computer screen which I am not used to and I
found it hard to switch off. Students and parents felt that they could communicate with me all hours of the day and night
and I wasn't good at stepping away from this, but got better towards the end. Marking there work and giving feedback on
everything was also a bit of a challenge.

Placing our programs online in 24 hours was stressful and teaching online took many more hours than teaching face to
face. This meant the days were long and spent glued to a screen, feeling like you couldn't teach some students the way
they needed to be taught. It was challenging to let go of the fact that we were truely disrespected as a profession and
focus on the supportive environment that I had the privledge of working within.
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal Education Policy

The responsibility for enacting the Aboriginal Education Policy rests with all Departmental staff. The policy should
underpin and inform planning, teaching practice and approaches to educational leadership in all educational settings.

Evidence of effective implementation of the policy included:
 • Establishing, building and strengthening relationships with the Local Aboriginal Education Consultative Group,

Aboriginal people and communities.
 • Providing, in partnership with Aboriginal people and communities, education which promotes quality teaching, is

engaging, and is culturally appropriate and relevant.
 • Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students will match or better the outcomes of the broader student population.
 • Implementation of Personalised Learning Pathways for all Aboriginal students in a school culture of high

expectations.

The school engaged the Aboriginal Wandana Dance Group to visit the school for 2 days. Students were introduced to the
leaf sweeping ceremony, cultural artifacts and also participate don a whole school art work.

Anti-Racism Policy

All teachers are responsible for supporting students to develop an understanding of racism and discrimination and the
impact these may have on individuals and the broader community. Principals are responsible for examining school
practices and procedures to ensure they are consistent with the policy. All schools have an Anti-Racism Contact Officer
who is trained to respond to concerns in relation to racism.

The Anti-Racism Contact Officer regularly conducts anti- racism sessions with classes across the school. She also gives
an Anti-Racism perpective where there are incidents of name calling or where racist remarks are made by students.

Multicultural Education Policy

Teachers address the specific learning and wellbeing needs of students from culturally diverse backgrounds through
their teaching and learning programs. Principals are responsible for ensuring that school policies, programs and
practices respond to the cultural, linguistic and religious diversity of the school community, and provide opportunities that
enable all students to achieve equitable education and social outcomes.

Other School Programs (optional)

The school has three bands that cater for beginng through to advanced learners. Students acecss lessomns from an
external providerthat also runs the Band program in conjunction with the P&C.

A dynamic Green team looks after composting of waste and growing vegetables in a school gardening program run by
teachers for students.

In 2020 the two school choirs did not operate due to COVID-19.
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